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1 Overview 
Visit Orlando is seeking an integrated set of intelligence to track travel flows, monitor 
economic conditions, and anticipate future shifts for markets around the world. Tourism 
Economics, an Oxford Economics Company, is well-positioned to deliver this information 
through a subscription to our two main global travel datasets which provide annual data for 
300 cities and 185 countries. 

Tracking the number of international visitors to individual US destinations can be 
extraordinarily challenging. Visitor surveys such as the Survey of International Air Travelers 
(SIAT) are the accepted source for such estimates, but are dependent upon sample size, 
representativeness, and accurate projection methods. This limits the available detail and 
accuracy of international data at the destination level.  

For quarterly Orlando estimates, Tourism Economics proposes the development of a tool that 
will act as a compliment to the use of traveler surveys with the following benefits:  

◼ Strengthen confidence in syndicated volume estimates by providing 
figures for comparison 

◼ More “real-time” estimates of visitor volumes  

 

Global Travel Service (GTS) 

The most comprehensive online data platform of its kind, which includes statistics on travel 
flows and economic activity for 190 countries. The user-friendly interface provides access to 
detailed information on traveler origins, destinations, purpose of trip, visitor spending, and 
mode of travel. The database includes almost thirty years of historical data and 10-year 
forecasts based on the tested Oxford Economics global macroeconomic model. GTS users 
can conduct extensive global market analysis in minutes, complete with tables, charts, and 
maps. 

Global City Travel (GCT) 

Global City Travel (GCT) provides a comprehensive and consistent service covering detailed 
inbound and outbound travel for 309 cities worldwide. This service is unique in respect to 
both its comprehensiveness and credibility. The cities covered represent more than 80% of 
global GDP, and over 50% of global travel. The database includes details for cities as 
destinations (including travel to cities by origin countries) and cities as origins (including travel 
from cities to countries and world regions). International and domestic travel flows are both 
quantified since 2000 and with ten-year forecasts. 

Updated with each data refresh, Visit Orlando will receive:  

◼ Topical tourism research briefings covering major events and travel 
trends, including an overview of the latest forecast  
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◼ Regional trends analysis  

◼ Tourism City Chartbooks and Top City Destination ranking 

◼ Invitations to client webinars 

Country Economic Reports  

Oxford’s country economic reports are provided monthly in PDF format and present in-depth 
economic analysis. Each report provides the latest economic data and forecast, along with 
commentary providing up-to-date details on key economic trends, important national events, 
and major drivers of the forecast. Visit Orlando will receive monthly reports for:  

◼ Argentina 

◼ Brazil 

◼ Canada 

◼ Colombia 

◼ Germany 

◼ Mexico 

◼ Peru 

◼ Chile 

◼ United Kingdom 

 

 

Our team brings together a strong complement of existing travel, economic, and demographic 
data sets, proven forecasting models, regional experience, and technical expertise. We have 
developed dozens of visitor segmentation and forecast models for events, attractions, and 
tourism promotion boards across every region of the world. We are the forecast partner of 
major industry groups, including STR, IATA, and WTTC and provide market data and 
forecasts to some of the largest hotel and attraction companies in the world.  

Our online information services and bespoke solutions help clients develop growth 
opportunities, provide basis for strategic planning and inform market moves. A wealth of 
standardized and cross-comparable industry, economic, supply and demand indicators are 
available alongside insightful analysis at the country, regional and global level. 

We would be pleased to support Visit Orlando with our portfolio of travel and economic 
intelligence. 
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2 Online Global Datasets 
Tourism Economics will provide direct access to proprietary databases for global travel and 
economic activity at the country and city level to track trends, size markets, and evaluate 
competitive position. 

The Global Travel Service (GTS) covers origin-destination travel across 185 countries, 
including details on visits, nights, spending, mode of transport, and purpose of trip. 

As an option, Global City Travel (GCT) covers inbound and outbound travel for 309 cities 
around the world, allowing for more detailed analysis of source markets and their preferred 
destination. 

GTS and GCT represent that most comprehensive historic and forecast datasets available, 
delivered as an easy-to-use online query system. Clients include the largest companies in the 
travel industry within the lodging, theme park, tour operator, financial services, and aviation 
sectors. In addition, national tourism offices throughout the Americas, Europe, Middle East, 
and Asia subscribe to Tourism Economics data services. 

2.1 Data Coverage 

Approximately 200,000 indicators of tourism activity with details on purpose of trip and visitor 
spend are included. The completeness of the datasets is based on data sharing agreements 
with the UNWTO, ETC, and PATA as well as our relationships with tourism offices around the 
world and proprietary modeling. The databases include details on purpose of trip, nights, 
model of travel, as well as trip volume and spending for every major origin and destination 
pair across 185 countries. GCT covers 309 cities spanning 80 countries, providing market 
detail for departures and arrivals, including origin-destination visits, and nights. Detail is 
provided for both inbound and outbound travel across all cities along with headline economic 
indicators. 

Country Metrics – includes key indicators of tourism performance by destination and origin 
as well as economic drivers of the forecast 

a. Drivers - economic, demographic, price and competitiveness drivers 
underlying the forecast taken from Oxford’s global economic model 

b. Travel segmentation – includes international arrivals split by day/overnight, 
mode of transportation and purpose of trip as well as overnights in hotels and 
other accommodation 

c. Travel spending – inbound, outbound, and domestic travel spending divided 
between business and leisure trips and reported in US$, Euro, and local 
currencies 

d. Tourism economic impact – key measures of the importance of travel  
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Arrivals by origin - Total visitor flows (on overnight trips) by origin-destination pair, including 
regional aggregation 

Nights and Spend by origin - Total night and spending flows by origin-destination pair, 
including regional aggregation 

2.2 Forecasts  

The databases include 10-year forecasts based on the 
Oxford macroeconomic model for every major origin and 
destination pair. The below charts show our regional 
forecasts for both outbound travel and real GDP. Over the 
past decade, international travel has consistently outpaced 
economic growth. This is expected to continue in the coming 
years.  

The model driving our travel forecasts is built on Oxford 
Economics’ global macroeconomic model. In this structure, 
forecasts of origin market economic growth and exchange 
rates drive outbound travel projections. The outlook for each 
destination is informed by its exposure to origin markets. 
The chart on the right shows the strong correlation between 
nominal GDP growth and international travel 
spending over time. 

Economic Activity and Tourism Spending
% year

Source : Tourism Economics, Haver Analytics, UNWTO,  IMF 
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In addition, the “tourism competitiveness index” developed by the World Economic Forum 
and adjusted by Tourism Economics is factored into the outlook for each destination. The 
recovery from the current crisis will depend largely on the nature of the pandemic locally and 
each destination’s exposure to domestic, regional, and long-haul travel source markets.  

European city reliance on domestic and long-haul arrivals, 2019
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The model produces 10-year forecasts. Oxford’s macroeconomic forecasts are among the 
most accurate in the industry. Accurate economic forecasts are integral to understanding the 
outlook for global travel given their historically close relationship. 

Domestic & International Travel Spend by Destination
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2.3 Reports and Chartbooks 

The services include regular reporting on current trends including: 

◼ Topical tourism research briefings covering major events and travel 
trends, including an overview of the latest forecast  

◼ Country reports for key tourism economies describing main features 
and drivers of both inbound and outbound travel  

◼ City reports providing condensed analysis for all 309 cities  

◼ Tourism City Chartbooks and Top City Destination ranking 

◼ Invitations to webinars 

2.4 Advanced analytical functions 

Web-based databank allows users to quickly build custom queries with complete flexibility 
and visualize the data in tables, charts, and maps. Searches can be saved for future 
reference and downloaded quickly to Excel and Adobe formats and shown on a heat map.  

This analysis can be conducted efficiently using the Oxford data platform which allows for 
flexibility in selecting origins, destinations, and concepts. Subscribers will receive direct 
access to the platform in addition to a custom report and menu-driven MS Excel file. 
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Data platform: Results are clearly displayed in tables or charts with flexibility in display settings

Data platform: Charting the evolution of exchange rates and outbound travel.
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Data platform: Visualize travel demand and flows on world and regional maps and export to reports.
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3 Quarterly estimates for Orlando 
Tourism Economics will provide direct access to proprietary databases for global travel and 
economic activity at the country and city level to track trends, size markets, and evaluate 
competitive position. 

An econometric visitor volume model for Orlando will leverage multiple data sources to 
determine the levels and trends for Orlando’s top 12 international markets and total 
international on a quarterly basis.  

The model itself will be a separate equation for each market that finds correlations between 
the various measures of international visits to Orlando. This will allow for flexible testing of 
econometric techniques within each equation. The equations will be “multi-variate” which 
simply means that multiple variables will act as explanatory, or independent variables in the 
model. Each equation will determine coefficients between these variables and historic visitor 
estimates. 

The output of these equations will be visitor volume estimates by type that are consistent 
with actual industry and attractions data. And the visitor volume estimates can be produced 
immediately, once key data become available, removing lag-times experienced in the use of 
survey data.  

Equations will be re-estimated annually based on a full year of new historical data. This 
should increase the confidence level in Orlando international visitor volume statistics. The 
end results will be a validated and cross-checked set of visitor volumes moving forward. 

3.1 Quarterly estimates outputs 

In total, the outputs would include: 

• International visits to Orlando from 51 origin markets from 2000 to 2030 
(other market data is including in 13 "rest of region" categories). 

• A seasonal visitation breakdown is also included for 12 key markets. 

• Visitors represent those that stay overnight in Orlando. These figures 
include leisure, business, visiting friends/relative, and student visitors. 

 The quarterly fill includes the following sections.  

Table of Contents 

2020 Overview: an examination of realized and forecast visits from 12 key markets 
for every month of 2020 

2021 Overview: an examination of realized and forecast visits from 12 key markets 
for every month of 2021 
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2022 Overview: an examination of realized and forecast visits from 12 key markets 
for every month of 2022 

History-forecast: annual data on 51 origin markets and 13 "rest of region" from 2000 
to 2032 

COVID-19; Highlights the impacts of COVID-19 on Orlando's international market 

Pivot chart: An interactive pivot charts that displays 2022 results 

LongData: data is provided in long format 

3.2 Data inputs: 

APIS. The Advance Passenger Information System is maintained by US 
Custom and Border Protection. This system tracks arrivals of air 
passengers to the United States and reports the port of departure and 
port of arrival.          

BTS. The Bureau of Transportation Statistics compiles data on border 
crossings from Mexico and Canada.  Our analysis uses BTS data on 
Mexican travelers and relies on StatCan for data on Canadian visits. 
Link.                

I-94. US Custom and Border Protection collects basic data on travelers 
entering the United States. This includes total visits by country and first 
intended address by state. 

NTTO. The National Travel and Tourism Office conducts a Survey on 
International Air Travelers (SIAT) which gathers key statistics on 
international travelers to the US. Link.   

OAG. OAG provides information on worldwide air travel data, including 
international travelers by destination and airport of origin. Link.              

StatCan. Statistics Canada surveys Canadians that have traveled to the US 
and estimates total travel by Canadians to each of the 50 states. 
Link.      

VisaVue. VisaVue Travel reports data on transactions made by Visa 
cardholders. This will be purchased by Tourism Economics on behalf of 
Visit Orlando. 

3.3 Schedule and Output 

Country economic reports will be available monthly immediately on execution of the 
contract. Visit Orlando will receive access to these through December 31st, 2023.  
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Our prior agreement allowed access to GTS and GCT through June 30th, 2023. This 
agreement will extend those subscriptions to December 31st, 2023. 

Our prior agreement covered quarterly international updates to be delivered in: 

◼ August 2022 
◼ November 2022 
◼ February 2023 
◼ May 2023 

This agreement will add deliveries in: 

◼ August 2023 
◼ November 2023 

Quarterly deliveries will include the previous quarter data (levels and percent change) for 
each of 12 markets and a total for all international. 

 

This table summarizes the additions this agreement will provide in comparison to what our 
prior agreement (executed May 2022) provided. 

  2022q3 2022q4 2023q1 2023q2 2023q3 2023q4 
Country economic 
reports This agreement 

GTS 

Prior Agreement This agreement GCT 

Quarterly international 
reports 
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4 Expertise 

4.1 Why Tourism Economics / Oxford Economics? 

Tourism Economics is an Oxford Economics company with a singular objective: combine an understanding 
of tourism dynamics with rigorous economics to answer the most important questions facing destinations, 
developers, and strategic planners. By combining quantitative methods with industry knowledge, Tourism 
Economics designs custom market strategies, destination recovery plans, tourism forecasting models, 
tourism policy analysis, and economic impact studies.  

Oxford Economics was founded in 1981 as a commercial venture with Oxford University’s business college 
to provide economic forecasting and modelling to UK companies and financial institutions expanding abroad. 
Since then, we have become one of the world’s foremost independent global advisory firms, providing 
reports, forecasts and analytical tools on 200 countries, 100 industrial sectors and over 3,000 cities. Our 
best-of-class global economic and industry models and analytical tools give us an unparalleled ability to 
forecast external market trends and assess their economic, social and business impact. 

We employ over 250 full-time staff, including 150 professional economists, industry experts and business 
editors—one of the largest teams of macroeconomists and thought leadership specialists. Our global team is 
highly skilled in a full range of research techniques and thought leadership capabilities, from econometric 
modelling, scenario framing, and economic impact analysis to market surveys, case studies, expert panels, 
and web analytics. Underpinning our in-house expertise is a contributor network of over 500 economists, 
analysts and journalists around the world. Headquartered in Oxford, England, with regional centers in 
London, New York, and Singapore, Oxford Economics has offices across the globe in Belfast, Chicago, 
Dubai, Miami, Milan, Paris, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Washington DC. 

Oxford Economics is a key adviser to corporate, financial and government decision-makers and thought 
leaders. Our worldwide client base now comprises over 1,000 international organizations, including leading 
multinational companies and financial institutions; key government bodies and trade associations; and top 
universities, consultancies, and think tanks. 

4.2 Key factors underpinning our work 

Travel industry expertise 

Tourism Economics has vast experience in providing actionable and credible analysis of travel activity. Our 
staff has worked closely with clients throughout Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, South 
America, and North America to monitor, quantify, and forecast tourism activity. Our work has been with 
developers of large tourism projects as well as with governments seeking to make optimal strategy and 
policy decisions. 
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Modeling expertise 

Tourism Economics and its partner, Oxford Economics, are founded on state-of-the-art modeling expertise. 
This is best evidenced by the Oxford global economic model which is used by blue chip companies and 
governments around the world, in addition to the US Treasury, World Bank and IMF. Our Tourism Decision 
Metrics forecasting model is the most rigorous of its kind, taking into account both economic and destination 
determinants. 

 

Economic and tourism databases  

Our global tourism database of origin-destination visitor flows and spending has the best country and 
indicator coverage of any private sector provider through our partnerships with the UNWTO, PATA, and the 
CTO along with our internal updates of the most recent trends. The Oxford Economics global model covers 
190 countries and is updated constantly by our data team in Oxford. 

 

Senior staffing 

Tourism Economics operates as a boutique tourism consulting company in one important sense: we assign 
senior staff at the centre of each project. Our project directors are integrally involved in every stage of work 
and are directly involved in its development. The principals who represent our work are the same who 
conduct the work. We have found this to be an optimal way to sustain high quality and maintain close 
relationships with our clients. It is also the way we enjoy working. 
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4.3 Project Team 

Adam Sacks – President  

Adam Sacks is the President of Tourism Economics; an Oxford Economics company dedicated to 
analytically based consulting to the tourism sector. Over the past 25 years, Adam has worked 
with hundreds of travel sector clients to address fundamental economic questions. 

On the public sector side, Adam has worked with national, provincial/state and local tourism 
offices throughout the world. He is an authority on measuring the economic impact of tourism 
activity–both broadly and for specific initiatives and projects. He has advised destinations on 
tourism investment policy, the effects of proposed entry procedures, tourism taxation, and 
marketing strategies. He has provided numerous destinations with analysis on market positioning 
and emerging opportunities. 

Adam has consulted with multi-national hotel chains, airlines, aircraft manufacturers, theme 
parks, resort developers, and retail operators to measure current and future market opportunities. 
He has presented to numerous corporate strategic planning teams on the threats and 
opportunities facing their businesses within the projected travel and economic climate. 

He is an expert in developing custom systems for quantifying relevant tourism market segments 
and tracking the competitive landscape for clients. Adam has developed tourism forecasting 
models with unrivalled track records. 

Adam has implemented the UN-sanctioned TSA methodology for measuring the economic impact 
of tourism for over a dozen countries and for seven states in the US. 

Adam is a compelling and sought-after speaker on issues related to tourism market analysis, the 
economic impact of tourism and travel-demand forecasting He also has presented tourism impact 
results to governments around the world. Adam is a member of the US Department of Commerce 
Travel & Tourism Advisory Board.  

 

David Goodger, Managing Director 

David Goodger leads Oxford Economics’ work in tourism forecasting and economic impact 
analysis sector as Director of Tourism Economics in Europe and the Middle East. 

David has been instrumental in developing Oxford Economics’ tourism forecast models and 
continues to contribute to updates of the global tourism forecasts for 185 countries and 309 cities; 
as well as air passenger forecast database; and hotel performance forecast models developed in 
conjunction with STR. He regularly presents the economic and tourism outlook to client groups 
and conferences. 

David has led Tourism Economics' analysis of the impact of online interactions on evolving 
tourism behavior.  This includes prior analysis of the impact of OTAs in Europe on behalf of 
Booking.com; as well as studies of the global importance of TripAdvisor to travel markets; and 
studies of online behavior and growth opportunities in Europe and Asia Pacific on behalf of 
Google.  

http://Booking.com
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David was educated at the University of Bristol, England, where he gained a degree in 
Economics with Statistics; and at the London School of Economics and Political Science, 
England, where he graduated with an MSc in Econometrics and Mathematical Economics. 

 

Zachary Sears – Director 

Zachary has eight years of experience with the last five focused on the travel industry. Zach 
joined Tourism Economics from Moody’s Analytics where he worked as a regional and industry 
analyst.  At Moody’s Analytics, Zachary performed regional analysis for U.S. and metropolitan 
areas and a broad range of industry analysis. His responsibilities included writing regular updates 
for subscription-based products, conducting econometric modeling, input-output impact modeling, 
report editing, and consulting services to public and private sector clients.  Prior to his roles at 
Moody’s Analytics, he worked as a Research Economist for a Vermont-based economics 
consulting firm, Economic & Policy Resources, Inc. At EPR he served as a consulting economist 
for the Governor’s Administration and on numerous impact studies covering most industries of the 
economy. Zachary holds a BA in Justice from American University in Washington, DC, an MA in 
International Relations from Saint Mary’s University in San Antonio, TX, and an MS in Community 
Development and Applied Economics from the University of Vermont. 

 
Aran Ryan - Director 

Aran Ryan is a Director with Oxford Economics and focuses on leveraging analytic capabilities to 
support investment and growth in the tourism sector. Aran has over 15 years of consulting 
experience applying business analytics, project management, research, and financial analysis 
skills to support client decision-making. He was worked extensively in the gaming, lodging, and 
vacation ownership sectors. The following are his relevant project qualifications (includes projects 
performed prior to joining Tourism Economics): 

Prior to joining Oxford Economics, Mr. Ryan was a Director in the Hospitality & Leisure consulting 
practice at PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (“PwC”), and focused on lodging, gaming and vacation 
ownership. In this position, he applied his experience in economics and financial analysis to client 
engagements including valuation and transaction-oriented analysis, strategic research, and 
litigation support. He also played a leadership role on the team publishing PwC’s quarterly 
outlook for the US lodging industry. Before joining PwC, he was employed at WEFA Group (now 
IHS Global Insight) and conducted economic analysis and forecasts of regional economies. A 
graduate of Colby College, Aran earned an MBA from The Wharton School at the University of 
Pennsylvania. 

 

Michael Mariano – Director 

Michael Mariano is a Director with Tourism Economics and Oxford Economics. Michael has over 
13 years of experience in economic and statistical consulting, and his research interests include 
economic and fiscal impact modeling, econometric forecasting, retail market studies, and GIS 
(Geographic Information Systems) modeling and geospatial analytics.   
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Mr. Mariano has consulted and provided expert testimony for various public, private, and non-
profit clients and has managed projects examining public housing, economic development, tax 
policy, market analysis, casino/gaming, and real estate impacts. He has worked on economic 
impact studies for hotels, casinos, and retail parks nationwide.  

Prior to joining Oxford Economics, Michael was Managing Director of Geospatial Analytics and 
GIS Solutions at Econsult Corporation, an economic consulting firm based in Philadelphia.  
Michael received a Bachelor of Science in economics and marketing from the Wharton School 
and a Master of Science in Urban Spatial Analytics from The University of Pennsylvania. 

 

Emina Cardamone – Director 

Emina has spent more than seven years providing economic research, analysis, consulting, and 
forecasting services to clients across the globe. Prior to joining Tourism Economics, Emina was a 
senior economist with IHS Markit’s World Industry Services team, where she oversaw industry 
research and forecasting for the global telecommunications sector. She was also a part of the US 
Industry Services team, where she built a model to forecast industry output and capital 
expenditures in the U.S. Before joining the private sector, Emina taught economics and statistics 
courses as an undergraduate economics professor. Her passion for computer modeling, 
econometrics and forecasting led her to obtain a PhD in economics from Temple University. 
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5 Costs  
Global Travel Service  $4.000               

Global City Travel    $4,000                   

Country Economic Reports  $5,000       

Quarterly Orlando results  $7,000         

Combined package:  $20,000              
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6 Agreement 
 

1. Service and deliverables 

1.1 Subscription to Global Travel Service (GTS), Global City Travel (GCT), and 
Country Economic Reports. The current GTS and GCT subscription will be extended 
through December 31st, 2023. Country Economic Reports for nine countries will be 
made available immediately, and the subscription will last through December 31st, 
2023.  Additional quarterly data deliveries on Orlando’s international market will be 
delivered in August 2023 and November 2023. 

 

2. Period of subscription 

2.1 For Country Economic Reports, this contract will cover the period starting on July 
1st, 2022, and ending on December 31st, 2023. 

2.2 For GCT, GTS, and Quarterly reports, this contract will cover the period starting on 
July 1st, 2023, and ending on December 31st, 2023. 

 

3. Pricing 

3.1 The price of the service is US$20,000 for the initial period of one and a half years. 
Invoicing will be in two 50% instalments, at project inception and when the final work 
product is delivered.  

 

4. Users and Location 

4.1 The subscription will be limited to 5 users based in the named offices.   
 

5. Ownership and distribution rights 

5.1 Tourism Economics retains ownership of all copyright and intellectual property in 
the GTS, GCT, and Country Economic Reports services and deliverables. 

5.2 The client has full rights to use and distribute the GTS, GCT, and Country 
Economic Reports related information within its organisation and to its members. 
However, any further external distribution must be approved by Tourism Economics 
and, where permission is given, full attribution should be made. 

5.3  All intellectual property rights, including copyright, in and to all Quarterly Reports 
related documents, work product and other materials that are delivered to Client under 
this Agreement (“Quarterly Reports Deliverables”) shall be owned exclusively by 
Client. Tourism Economics agrees that with respect to any Quarterly Reports 
Deliverables that may qualify as “work made for hire” as defined in 17 U.S.C. §101, 
such Quarterly Reports Deliverables are hereby deemed a “work made for hire” for 
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Client. To the extent that any of the Quarterly Reports Deliverables do not constitute a 
“work made for hire,” Tourism Economics hereby irrevocably assigns to Visit Orlando, 
without additional consideration, all right, title and interest throughout the world in and 
to the Quarterly Reports Deliverables, including all intellectual property rights therein. 

 

6. Liabilities 

6.1 Because of the uncertainty of future events and circumstances and because the 
contents are based on data and information provided by third parties upon which 
Tourism Economics has relied in good faith in producing the Deliverables, Tourism 
Economics does not warrant the accuracy of its measurements and forecasts and will 
not be liable for the contents of any of the foregoing or for the reliance by the 
Customer on any of the foregoing. 

6.2 The liability of either party is, in any case, limited to the current annual value of this 
contract. 

6.3 Under relevant privacy legislation, e.g. GDPR, this agreement acknowledges that 
Tourism Economics has permission to store user data such as phone numbers, email 
addresses, contract names and other data points as necessary to provide good and 
timely services. Tourism Economics confirms that this data will not be shared with any 
third party without permission of the client. 

 

7. General 

 7.1 No waiver by Client of any of the provisions of this Agreement is 
effective unless explicitly set forth in writing and signed by Client. No failure to 
exercise, or delay in exercising, any rights, remedy, power or privilege arising from this 
Agreement operates or may be construed as a waiver thereof. Tourism Economics 
shall not use Client’s name, trademarks, logos, or other intellectual property (including 
in Tourism Economics’ customer lists or any other Tourism Economics marketing 
materials) without Client’s prior written permission in each instance. Such permission 
is in Client’s sole discretion and may be revoked at any time.  The relationship 
between the parties is that of independent contractors. Nothing contained in this 
Agreement shall be construed as creating any agency, partnership, joint venture or 
other form of joint enterprise, employment or fiduciary relationship between the 
parties, and neither party shall have authority to contract for or bind the other party in 
any manner whatsoever.  All matters arising out of or relating to this Agreement are 
governed by and construed in accordance with the internal laws of the State of Florida 
without giving effect to any choice or conflict of law provision or rule (whether of the 
State of Florida or any other jurisdiction) that would cause the application of the laws 
of any jurisdiction other than those of the State of Florida. Each party irrevocably 
submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of the federal or state courts in Orange County, 
Florida. The provisions of this Agreement, which by their nature should apply beyond 
their terms, will remain in force after any termination or expiration of this Agreement. 
This Agreement may only be amended or modified in a writing that specifically states 
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that it amends this Agreement and is signed by an authorized representative of each 
party. Client may release the terms of this Agreement to Orange County, Florida, 
which may elect to disclose the terms of this Agreement in its discretion.  By signing 
below, Client and Tourism Economics each agree that it has carefully read and fully 
understood this agreement, and each agrees to be bound by terms of this agreement 
with each signatory representing and warranting he/she has authority to sign for and 
bind the indicated party. 

 

Approved 

 

Authorized Signature for Client 

 

Keith Swider SR. VP of Finance and Business Affairs 

Printed Name and Title 

 

 07/20/2022     

Date 

Authorized Signature for TE 

 

Adam Sacks, President, Tourism Economics 

Printed Name and Title 

 

July 1, 2022 

Date 
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7 Appendix  

7.1 Global Travel Service Coverage 

Economic Drivers 
Current account of balance of payments; Consumption, private, real; Consumption, private, nominal; Capital flight, net; 
Company profits; Interest payments on external debt; Debt-service requirement; Earnings, average; Foreign direct 
investment; GDP, real; GDP, nominal; GDP, constant prices and exchange rates; GDP, nominal, per capita; GDP, US$ 
prices & PPP exchange rate, real; GDP, US$ prices & PPP exchange rate, real, per capita; GDP, US$ prices & PPP 
exchange rate, real, nominal; Investment, total fixed investment, real; Investment, total fixed investment, nominal; 
Investment, total fixed investment, constant prices & exchange rate; National savings; Oil production; Income, personal 
disposable, nominal; Savings, personal sector, ratio; Exports, goods & services, real; Exports, goods & services, 
nominal; Exports, goods, nominal; Exports, services, nominal. 
 
Prices 
Interest rate, lending; Interest rate, 10-year government bonds; Interest rate, short-term; Exchange rate, period average; 
Exchange rate, end of period; Exchange rate, PPP; Consumer price index. 
 
Demographics 
Employment, total, annual; Labour supply; Population, total; Population, 0-14; Population, 65+; Population of working 
age; Unemployment rate. 
 
Travel Spending 
Inbound transportation, total; Inbound transportation, air; Inbound transportation, sea; Inbound transportation, other; 
Outbound transportation, total; Outbound transportation, air; Outbound transportation, sea; Outbound transportation, 
other; Inbound travel, total; Inbound travel, business; Inbound travel, leisure; Outbound travel, total; Outbound travel, 
business; Outbound travel, leisure; Domestic travel, total; Domestic travel, business; Domestic travel, leisure. 
 
Industry Performance 
Number of rooms; Number of bed-places; Occupancy rate; Average length of stay. 
 
International visits 
Total visits (including day trips); Total overnight visits; Total day visits; Total cruise visits; Arrivals by Mode of 
Transportation; Arrivals by air; Arrivals by rail; Arrivals by road; Arrivals by sea; Arrivals by purpose of trip: Personal; 
Business, Other; Non-resident overnight stays in all types of accommodation establishments; Non-resident overnight 
stays in hotels and similar establishments; Non-resident guests in hotels and similar establishments; Average length of 
stay of non-resident tourists in all accommodation establishments; Resident overnight stays in all types of 
accommodation establishments; Resident overnight stays in hotels and similar establishments; Resident guests in hotels 
and similar establishments; Average length of stay of resident tourists in all accommodation establishments; Total 
departures. 

Country coverage 

Austria Albania Belgium Armenia Denmark Azerbaijan Finland Belarus France Bosnia-Herzogovina Germany Bulgaria 
Greece Croatia Iceland Cyprus Ireland Czech Republic Italy Estonia Luxembourg Georgia Netherlands Hungary Norway 
Kazakhstan Portugal Kyrgyzstan Spain Latvia Sweden Lithuania Switzerland FYR Macedonia United Kingdom Malta   
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Moldova   Montenegro   Poland   Romania   Russian Federation   Serbia   Slovakia   Slovenia   Tajikistan   Turkey   
Ukraine   Uzbekistan USA Anguilla Canada Antigua and Barbuda Mexico Aruba Central America Bahamas Belize 
Barbados Costa Rica Bermuda El Salvador Cayman Islands Guatemala Cuba Honduras Dominica Nicaragua Dominican 
Republic Panama Grenada South America Guadeloupe Argentina Haiti Bolivia Jamaica Brazil Martinique Chile 
Netherlands Antilles Colombia Puerto Rico Ecuador Saint Kitts and Nevis Guyana Saint Lucia Paraguay St Vincent & 
Grenadines Peru Trinidad and Tobago Suriname Turks and Caicos Islands Uruguay Virgin Islands, British Venezuela 
Virgin Islands, US Bangladesh China India Hong Kong, SAR Maldives Japan Nepal Korea, Republic of Pakistan Macao, 
SAR Sri Lanka Mongolia Southeast Asia Taiwan Brunei Darussalam Oceania Cambodia Australia Indonesia Christmas 
Islands Laos Cook Islands Malaysia Fiji Myanmar Kiribati Papua New Guinea New Zealand Philippines Solomon Islands 
Singapore Tonga Thailand Vanuatu Viet Nam Abu Dhabi Angola Malawi Bahrain Benin Mali Dubai Botswana Mauritania 
Iran, Islamic Republic of Burkina Faso Mauritius Iraq Burundi Mozambique Israel Cameroon Namibia Jordan Cape Verde 
Niger Kuwait Central African Republic Nigeria Lebanon Chad Reunion Oman Comoros Rwanda Qatar Congo Sao Tome 
& Principe Saudi Arabia Democratic Republic of the Congo Senegal Syrian Arab Republic Côte d'Ivoire Seychelles 
United Arab Emirates Djibouti Sierra Leone Yemen Eritrea Somalia   Ethiopia South Africa   Gabon Sudan North Africa 
Gambia Swaziland Algeria Ghana Tanzania Egypt Kenya Togo Libyan Arab Jamahiriya Lesotho Uganda Morocco 
Liberia Zambia Tunisia Madagascar Zimbabwe 

Special Country Reports 

 

 
Country Tourism Reports by Region (Tier 1) 

    Americas     

1 US 

2 Canada 

3 Mexico 

4 Brazil 

    EMEA 

1 UK 

2 France 

3 Spain 

4 Italy 

5 Ireland 

6 Germany 

7 Austria 

8 Norway 

9 Sweden 

10 Denmark 

11 Netherlands 

12 Turkey 

13 Switzerland 

14 Russia 

15 South Africa 

16 U.A.E 

17 Qatar 

Asia Pac   

  1 China   

  2 Hong Kong   

   3 Macau   

  4 Japan   

          5 Singapore   

          6 Malaysia   

          7 Thailand   

          8 Indonesia   

          9 India   

          10 Australia   

          11 South Korea   
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7.2 Global City Travel Coverage 

300 cities globally, including 27 in Africa and the Middle East, 92 in Asia, 93 in Europe, 64 in North America, and 24 in 
Latin America and the Caribbean.  

Africa and Middle East. Abu Dhabi, Abuja, Amman, Baghdad, Beirut, Cairo, Cape Town, Casablanca, Dar Es Salaam, 
Doha, Dubai, Durban, Jeddah, Johannesburg, Kuwait City, Lagos, Luanda, Marrakech, Mecca, Medina, Muscat, Nairobi, 
Riyadh, Sharjah, Tehran, Tel Aviv, Tunis. 

North East Asia. Beijing, Busan, Changchun, Changsha, Chengdu, Chongqing, Daegu, Dalian, Dongguan, Foshan, 
Fukuoka-Kitakyushu, Fuzhou, Guangzhou, Hangzhou, Harbin, Hiroshima Hong Kong, Incheon, Jinan, Kagoshima, 
Kumamoto, Kunming, Macao, Matsuyama, Nagoya, Nanjing, Niigata, Ningbo, Okayama, Osaka, Qingdao, Sapporo, 
Sendai, Seoul, Shanghai, Shenyang, Shenzhen, Shijiazhuang, Shizuoka, Suzhou, Taichung, Tainan, Taipei, Taoyuan, 
Tianjin, Tokyo, Wenzhou, Wuhan, Wuxi, Xiamen, Xianyang, Yantai, Zhengzhou. 

South East Asia. Bangkok, Cebu City, Denpasar, Georgetown, Hà Noi, Ho Chi Minh City, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, 
Malacca, Manila, Medan, Phnom Penh, Singapore, Surabaya, Yangon. 

South Asia. Agra, Ahmadabad, Bangalore, Chennai, Colombo, Delhi, Dhaka, Hyderabad, Karachi, Kathmandu, Kolkata, 
Lahore, Mumbai, Pune, Surat. 

Western Europe. Aberdeen, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Athens, Barcelona, Basel, Belfast, Bergamo, Berlin, Birmingham, 
Bordeaux, Bremen, Brighton, Bristol, Brussels, Cardiff, Cologne, Copenhagen, Dortmund, Dresden, Dublin, Duisburg, 
Düsseldorf, Edinburgh, Essen, Frankfurt, Geneva, Genova, Glasgow, Gothenburg, Hamburg, Hannover, Helsinki, Leeds, 
Leicester, Leipzig, Liege, Lille, Lisbon, Liverpool, London, Lyon, Madrid, Málaga, Manchester, Marseille, Milan, Munich, 
Murcia, Naples, Newcastle upon Tyne, Nice, Nottingham, Nürnberg, Oslo, Palermo, Paris, Porto, Portsmouth, Rome, 
Rotterdam, Sevilla, Sheffield, Stockholm, Strasbourg, Stuttgart, The Hague, Thessaloniki, Toulouse, Turin, Valencia, 
Vienna, Zaragoza, Zurich. 

Eastern Europe. Almaty, Ankara, Antalya, Belgrade, Bucharest, Budapest, Cracow, Istanbul, Izmir, Kiev, Moscow, 
Prague, Riga, Sofia, St Petersburg, Tallin, Vilnius, Warsaw, Zagreb. 

North America. Acapulco, Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta, Austin-Round Rock, Baltimore-Towson, Boston-Cambridge-
Quincy, Buffalo-Niagara Falls, Calgary, Cancún, Charlotte-Gastonia-Rock Hill, Chicago-Joliet-Naperville, Cincinnati-
Middletown, Cleveland-Elyria-Mentor, Columbus, Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, Denver-Aurora-Broomfield, Detroit-
Warren-Livonia, Edmonton, El Paso, Guadalajara, Honolulu, Houston-Sugar Land-Baytown, Indianapolis-Carmel, 
Jacksonville, Kansas City, Las Vegas-Paradise, Los Angeles-Long Beach-Santa Ana, Louisville/Jefferson County, 
Memphis, Mexico City, Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Pompano Beach, Milwaukee-Waukesha-West Allis, Minneapolis-St. Paul-
Bloomington, Monterrey, Montréal, Nashville-Davidson-Murfreesboro-Franklin, New Orleans-Metairie-Kenner, New York-
Northern New Jersey-Long Island, Oklahoma City, Orlando-Kissimmee-Sanford, Ottawa-Gatineau, Philadelphia-
Camden-Wilmington, Phoenix-Mesa-Glendale, Pittsburgh, Portland-Vancouver-Hillsboro, Providence-New Bedford-Fall 
River, Québec, Richmond, Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario, Sacramento--Arden-Arcade--Roseville, Salt Lake City, 
San Antonio, San Diego-Carlsbad-San Marcos, San Francisco-Oakland-Fremont, San Jose-Sunnyvale-Santa Clara, 
Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, St. Louis, Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, Tijuana, Toronto, Tucson, Vancouver, Virginia 
Beach-Norfolk-Newport News, Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, Winnipeg. 

Oceania. Adelaide, Auckland, Brisbane, Canberra, Christchurch, Melbourne, Perth, Sydney, Wellington. 

South and Central America. Belo Horizonte, Bogotá, Brasília, Buenos Aires, Caracas, Cartagena, Curitiba, Fortaleza, 
Guayaquil, La Paz, Lima, Manaus, Medellín, Montevideo, Natal, Panama City, Pôrto Alegre, Quito, Recife, Rio De 
Janeiro, Salvador, San José, Santiago, São Paulo. 

 

Forecast series covered 

▪ Total overnight visits and nights for each city, with detail on the proportion using paid accommodation. 
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▪ Measurement of visits and nights to 300 destination cities from each of the top 50 origin countries, from 
each world region, and domestic markets. 

▪ Measurement of departures from 300 origin cities to each of 50 destination countries and to each world 
region on a visits and nights basis. 

▪ Total inbound and outbound travel spending for each city. 

▪ Top-line economic and demographic indicators for each city. 

 

7.3 Software and service 

Global Data Workstation. A web-based application that provides a variety of data selection, heat map, chart 
visualisations, data downloads, data sharing, and personalisation features. All assets can be exported as image 
or Excel files. 
Excel Data Workstation. An add-in which allows the user to import data selectively or make use of pre-built 
dashboards.  
Economist access. Our team of economists are on hand to provide guidance and answers to your most pressing 
questions. 

 

  

     

 



 

 

 

 

 
PHILADELPHIA   
303 Lancaster Avenue, Suite 2E 
Wayne PA 19087, USA 
Tel: +1 610 995 9600 
 
OXFORD  
Abbey House, 121 St Aldates  
Oxford, OX1 1HB, UK  
Tel: +44 1865 268900  
 
LONDON  
Broadwall House, 21 Broadwall  
London, SE1 9PL, UK 
Tel: +44 207 803 1400 
 
BELFAST  
Lagan House, Sackville Street 
Lisburn, BT27 4AB, UK 
Tel: +44 28 9266 0669 
 
NEW YORK  
817 Broadway, 10th Floor 
New York, NY 10003, USA 
Tel: +1 646 786 1863 
 
SINGAPORE 
No.1 North Bridge Road 
High Street Centre #22-07 
Singapore 179094 
Tel: +65 6338 1235 
 
PARIS 
9 rue Huysmans 
75006 Paris, France 
Tel: + 33 6 79 900 846 
 
 
email: info@tourismeconomics.com 
 
www.tourismeconomics.com 

mailto:info@tourismeconomics.com
http://www.tourismeconomics.com
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